PROSECCO D.O.C. Treviso Extra Dry
The visible aspect of the wine is stupendous and immediately stimulates the senses;
in the compact and creamy nature of the froth (that very slowly retracts once
poured), the joyous dance of minute bubbles, and in the crystal clear notes of green
that remind us of the first green buds of Spring.
At first, the nose is fascinated by the symphony of fruity notes, and fragrant florals.
An immediate expression of notes stand out in the fragrance of slightly under ripe
golden apples, and Abbott pears. Then follows nectarines and white fruits, rasped
grapes, pink grapefruits, and lime juice. The bouquet opens towards shades of
jasmine and citrus flowers, and is followed by subtle perceptions of aromatic herbs,
particularly reminiscent of delicate notes of sage.
in the mouth, the base of a freshness and bite that attacks at first, progressively
opens to a more constant and soft balance; It is flavorsome and brings a context of
succulent fruits and directness. The wine launches and moves to the body with
extreme elegance, in a harmonious dynamic of impeccable balance between mouth
and nose. The conclusion is persistently fresh, fruity and leaves the finest of notes of
fragrant yeast.
It is a Prosecco for any hour of the day, to be paired with moments of relaxed
pleasure. It is surely an ideal aperitif, and best accompanied by finer savory pastries
of cheese, or dishes that utilize aromatic herbs. It is ideal with plates of sushi and
quality raw salmon, marinated with citrus flavors.
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